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1. Water Diplomacy and its Application
Against compelling evidence on climate change impacts, it is now broadly accepted that
water is a scarce resource that requires careful management. Insofar as it is vulnerable to
the ‘tragedy of the commons’,1 such management generally needs to take the form of
legal regulation. This is even more important, albeit more complex, when a water body is
shared between countries. There are around 270 rivers and lakes that either cross or
demarcate an international border, as well as an indeterminate number of aquifers.2
Approximately 40 per cent of the world’s population lives in river and
lake basins that comprise two or more countries, and perhaps even
more significantly, over 90 per cent lives in countries that share basins.
The existing 276 transboundary lake and river basins cover nearly one
half of the Earth’s land surface and account for an estimated 60 per
cent of global freshwater flow. A total of 148 States include territory
within such basins, and 21 countries lie entirely within them. In
addition, about 2 billion people worldwide depend on groundwater,
which includes approximately 300 transboundary aquifer systems.
Source: UN Water

In terms of international regulation, the Helsinki Rules on the Uses of the Waters of
International Rivers (1966) establish principles on the equitable utilisation of shared
watercourses, including the importance of avoiding substantial injury to co-riparian
states. In 1992, the Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary
Watercourses and International Lakes was opened for signature. In 1997, the United
Nations General Assembly adopted of the Convention on the Law of the NonNavigational Uses of International Watercourses. The treaty, however, came into force in
2014 and has only been ratified by 36 states, greatly limiting its potential in terms of
global water governance.3
Unsurprisingly then, the principal form of water sharing agreements are bi-lateral and,
although less common, multi-lateral. To date there are over 3,600 such agreements,
including the Lesotho Highlands Water Project Treaty (1986), the Agreement on the
Cooperation for the Sustainable Development of the Mekong River Basis (1995), and the
Indus Water Treaty (1960).4
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1.1 The riparian partners of the Nile River Basin: How water
drives both conflict and cooperation
A showcase example of the importance and complexity of shared-water cooperation is
the Nile River, which flows through 11 countries.5 The Nile River Basin (NRB) has a
long history of political conflict, largely fueled by power asymmetry between riparian
states.6 Egypt, the most downstream riparian, relies on the Nile as its main source of
freshwater. The river represents 97 percent of all renewable water in Egypt, and it is the
capital’s only fresh water source.7 This dependency is exacerbated by Egypt’s longstanding water-scarcity, and the importance of agriculture to its economy (agriculture
accounts 14.5 percent of GVA and 28 percent of the labour force in 2014).8 It is hence
not surprising that Egypt is prone to domestic water conflict.
Despite its vulnerable geographical positioning, Egypt has used its military and economic
power to establish itself as the “unchallenged ‘hydro-hegemon’ of the basin”.9 It has used
such power to block most attempts at water infrastructure development in upstream
countries. For example when Ethiopia made public plans to construct dams on the Blue
Nile, the largest tributary of the Nile, Sadat threatened military intervention.10
This status quo, however, is coming under increased pressure. In upper riparian
countries, population growth, climate change impacts and the increasing importance of
water for agriculture, manufacturing and electricity generation, means that the Nile is
becoming a more sought-after asset.11 Ethiopia, in particular, with its soaring growth
rates, is becoming a powerful player, as evidenced by its Tana Beles Dam and recently
announced Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam which, when completed, will constitute
the largest hydro-electricity plant in Africa.12 There is also a new riparian state — The
Republic of South Sudan — to negotiate with, whose future political influence is still
unfolding.
If these trends continue and upper riparian countries demand a more equitable water
allocation, it is most likely that Egypt will be negatively impacted, raising both the
possibility of conflict and the scope for diplomatic negotiation. Indeed, carefully planned
water cooperation over the Nile has win-win potential. Strategies to exploit Ethiopia’s
hydroelectric capability, Sudan’s agricultural potential, and Egypt’s production strength
could have synergistic benefits for all in terms of increased trade and productivity.
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The difficulty of forging such arrangements is observable in the NRB’s fraught history.
The Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) attempted to bring together 10 countries “[t]o achieve
sustainable socio-economic development through the equitable utilization of, and benefit
from, the common Nile Basin water resources”.13 However, the move to a permanent
basin commission has been marred by political disputes for almost a decade.14
Another example is the Euphrates River, which flows through Turkey, Syria and Iraq.
While all countries benefit from the river, Turkey ¾ the upper-most riparian ¾ is less
dependent due to its relative abundance of alternate surface water resources. The
potential implications of Turkey’s position of control are significant. Some experts
estimate that Turkey could divert 40 percent and 55-90 percent of the water enjoyed by
Syria and Iraq respectively.15 Indeed, dam construction has placed significant strain on
Turkey’s relationships with both countries, and with good reason.16 In 1990, Turkey’s
diversion of water from the river caused power shortages, water shortages, and crop
failure in neighboring states.17 Similar tensions have arisen between Syria and Iraq; in
1975 Syria diverted water from the river to
It is important to highlight that
transboundary rivers have the greatest fill the al-Thawra Reservoir, reducing the
potential to drive conflict, and thus hold flow into Iraq and prompting it to mobilise
18
more scope for diplomacy. In the case of its armed forces. While the conflict was
a river, an upstream neighbour can averted, the potential for future conflict
exploit or pollute a resource to the remains. The conflict in Syria represents a
detriment of a downstream neighbour flashpoint in this regard. As long as the
without any reciprocal ramifications. The
conflict continues, the Euphrates can be
zero-sum nature of this relationship
means that the bargaining power of an exploited as a war tactic; if the conflict is
upper riparian is much higher, making resolved, the scope of reconstruction
conflict more likely and diplomacy more necessary will increase Syria’s dependence
challenging.
on the water source, and thus the potential
for conflict.

1.2 The evolution of water diplomacy
The above examples demonstrate that competition
over shared water resources has the potential to
cause conflict, but also that where there is scope for
cooperation, this can facilitate mutually beneficial
solutions and protect water resources from
exploitation. From this discourse, a new conflict13

Water diplomacy holds that
water cooperation can bring
countries together to manage
their jointly-held resources,
building trust and preventing
future conflict.
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mitigation and peacebuilding model has evolved: water diplomacy. The theory is that
negotiation and cooperation over shared water resources can ‘spill over’ to affect more
important and/or challenging political issues between states, and thus the fulfilment of
wider peace objectives. The notion of water diplomacy relies on two key assumptions.
First, in the context of increasing scarcity, competition for water resources can drive
conflict between states, and second, that water cooperation can give rise to mutually
beneficial solutions.19
Water can catalyse and lubricate the peace process … and soften the transition to
regional cooperation.20
Water diplomacy is particularly attractive in the WANA region where water scarcity is
high and diplomatic relations are often complicated and have profound implications for
development and security. This has led to several initiatives geared towards regional
approaches to water cooperation. The Blue Peace initiative,21 for example, looks to
harness water resources for peace and socio-economic development and enable more
effective political negotiation and efficient water management.
At the same time, there are several agreements pertaining to large-scale basins in the
WANA region. In most cases, however, such agreements do not include all basin
countries, and often favor the most powerful riparian. Moreover, progress towards
sustainable water management between countries has been sluggish.22 Recent research
suggests that transboundary water management agreements have not fully delivered visà-vis expectations, particularly in terms of contributing to socioeconomic development.23
The explanation for the gap between expectations and reality is multifaceted. In some
cases, agreements have been thwarted by new and unexpected challenges to the watersharing relationship (the conflict in Syria is a prime example). In others, the agreement
fails to define a mutually beneficial arrangement, but exists as a toolset to guide riparian
partners on rights and duties as enshrined in international standards.
Whatever combination of explanations is correct, it appears that existing agreements and
relevant jurisprudence have been unable to resolve long-standing disputes or better
conserve scare water resources.24 This has brought the effectiveness of regional bilateral
water cooperation into the spotlight.
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2. The Premise of Water Diplomacy in the WANA
Region
Given the growing water scarcity and the peace deficits in the region, plus the competing
imperatives on development funding, it is important to examine how such efforts might
be made more impactful. Specifically, how might a better alignment between
expectations, action and impact be facilitated?
The work of Professor Jan Selby provides an interesting entry point to this discussion.
He questions the extent to which water cooperation can act as a catalysing force for
broader cooperation or peacebuilding. At the core of his argument is that the geopolitical
importance of water in the Middle East has been overstated. More simply: water is not
significant enough to drive interstate war, therefore it is not significant enough to forge
peace.25
Selby argues that water is not the key determinant of growth in the modern Middle
Eastern development.26 And while water is important to agriculture, this sector’s
structural significance to the region’s economies is in steep decline. This is evidenced by
both agriculture’s decreasing contribution to GDP and labour force participation rates
(see table 1 below).
GDP agriculture
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Country
Palestine
Israel
KSA
Oman
Lebanon
Iran
Jordan

1990

2010
6.6

5.7
2.6
7.1
12.8
7.7

2.4
1.4
4.3
6.9
3.4

Morocco

17.2

14.4

Syria
Turkey
Algeria
Tunisia
Sudan
Mauritius
Egypt
Yemen

29.8
18.1
8.9
17.7
40.6
29.6
19.4
24.4

Selby (n 19) 331.
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Drawn from World Bank data sets.

9.5
13.1
8.2
24.6
21.7
14

Employment
27
agriculture
2000
2010
13.7
11.8
2.2
1.6
6.1
5.2

4.9

19.2
2

5.1

40.2

32.9
36

15.2
22.4

7.2

17.6

29.6

28.2
24.7

Globalisation and innovation will further drive these trends. As states are increasingly
able to address water insecurity with desalination and wastewater recycling, the
management of transboundary water will become less of an imperative. Middle East
water scholar, Professor Tony Allan, agrees. He emphasises, however, that while
agriculture may be declining in the Middle East, the real game-changer is the rise of
virtual water.
Virtual water is the very substantial volume of water embedded in water-intensive
commodities such as grain. About 1,000 tonnes of water are required to produce a tonne
of wheat. When an economy imports a tonne of wheat it is in effect importing 1,000
tonnes of water. The Middle East and North Africa region was importing annually about
40 million tonnes of grain and flour by the end of the 1990s. About 40 billion tonnes of
water would be required to produce this volume of grain. Such a volume reflects about
20% of the region's annual water use and is equivalent to the water used each year by
Egypt in its agricultural sector.28
Allan argues that the international trade in water-intensive imported commodities is so
effective that shortages barely register on citizens and politicians. Moreover, “[w]ith
political stress over water being so easily managed at the level of the whole economy, it
should not be surprising that there has been so little armed conflict over water”.29
Selby also questions the extent to which water cooperation has caused ‘trickle down’
peace dividends. Extensive (albeit negative) water cooperation between Israel and the
Palestinian authority has never resulted in peace talks; if anything, the inequity in the
agreements have driven further animosity. Likewise, India and Pakistan have cooperated
in relation to the Indus since 1960, but such ties have not been able to prevent
intermittent military conflict between them. Other water agreements have tended to
follow, rather than lead, more institutionalised cooperation; key examples include the
Israel-Turkey and Saudi Arabia-UAE water agreements.30
These arguments ¾ together with the water scarcity inherent in the region and its thirst
for more peaceful relations between states ¾ present a strong case for revisiting natural
resource cooperation as a precept in both development assistance and diplomacy. This
analysis should begin by examining the nexus between natural resource deficits, conflict
and neighborhood principles in the Middle East context.
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3. A More Nuanced Understanding of Water
Diplomacy Potential in the WANA region
3.1 Competition for natural resources as a driver of conflict
The linkages between natural resources, conflict and their political importance lie at the
centre of discussions on natural resource diplomacy. If Selby’s argument is correct, it is
indeed fortunate that a very small proportion of the region’s oil and gas reserves are
transboundary. If they were, it is likely that there would be significantly higher conflict
over such resources. A case in point is the Gulf War (1990-1991), which was sparked by
Kuwait’s ‘slant drilling’ in the al-Rumaila oilfield lying below the Iraq-Kuwait border.
Indeed, the more causal issue was that Kuwait’s pumping was driving down the
international oil price, thus compromising Iraq’s economic security. However, Iraq’s
willingness to invade, the acquiescence of neighboring states, and the military
intervention of a US-led coalition under a UN Security Council mandate, was historic.31
In short, pressure on Iraq’s main source of income (in this case a natural resource) was
sufficient to drive its invasion of Kuwait, and the importance of this resource on world
markets was sufficient to internationalise the conflict. This supports the idea that
competition over natural resources can drive inter-state conflict, provided that they are
of sufficient economic importance. It would be misleading however, to classify this
conflict as one stemming from conflict over a shared resource; in this case the
transboundary nature of the oil reserve was a convenient entry-point rather than a driver.
The response of the OECD economies was swift, so threatened were their interests.
They deployed their military might, or gave it their financial support, when there was a
threat to the secure flow of cheap Middle East oil. 32

3.2 Conflict between water-scarce states not driven by scarcity
Another important insight can be gleaned from the (earlier) Iran-Iraq war (1980-1988).
This conflict, again, had many complex drivers, but its flashpoint was access to and
control over the Shatt al-Arab waterway. For Iraq, the importance of the waterway
cannot be understated; it is Iraq’s entry path to the Persian Gulf and without access to it,
the country is landlocked. Competition for control of the waterway can be traced back as
far as the seventeenth century, when the Ottoman Empire and Persia vied for power in
the region. In 1937, Iran and Iraq agreed a treaty that gave them equal access to the
waterway. However, in 1969 Iran reneged and refused to pay shipping duties to Iraq. A
period of tension followed, during which each country attempted to undermine the
other’s sovereignty, for example, by fomenting unrest amongst their respective Kurdish
31
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populations. In 1975, the two countries signed the Algiers Agreement, whereby Iraq
conceded control of the Shatt al-Arab waterway in return for Iran ending its support for
the Iraqi Kurdish insurgency. The Algiers Agreement was embarrassing for the Ba’athist
regime in Iraq, which saw not only the waterway but also Khuzestan province in southwest Iran as its rightful territory. Khuzestan is oil-rich and the majority of the population
speak Arabic. Hence, when Saddam Hussein came to power in 1979, he sought to take
control of these areas, seeking to elevate Iraq to the status of ‘regional hegemon’. The
war ended when both parties agreed to UN Security Council Resolution 598, which
called for an immediate ceasefire and return to the pre-war boundaries.33
The lesson is that scarcity should not be considered as the only driver of water conflict;
in this case despite both states being water scarce, the flashpoint was the market access
that a shared water-source provided. A similar principle can be gleaned from the Six Day
War between Israel and its Arab neighbours. While tensions between the parties had
been escalating over several years (including interruptions to Israel’s water supply, as
discussed below), it was Egyptian President Nasser’s May 1967 declaration that the
Straits of Tiran were closed to Israeli shipping, that propelled animosity into full-scale
conflict. Calling Nasser's declaration an ‘act of war,’ Israel launched a pre-emptive strike:
Operation Focus. The conflict resulted in the Israeli Defence Force assuming control of
the West Bank, Gaza, Sinai Peninsula and the Golan Heights.34 This demonstrates again,
therefore, how the access provided by waterways can be more politically potent than the
absolute value provided by water as a factor of production or scarcity in and of itself.35

3.3 Scope for water diplomacy in the case of a single-owned
water resource
The Lebanese civil war provides a final point of departure in the water diplomacy debate.
This was a complex conflict with multiple participants, making the causal factors difficult
to discern. There are clear instances, however, where fights over control and access to
strategic routes were pivotal.36 In March 1978, Israeli troops entered south Lebanon and
occupied territory on the Litani River. This acted as the precursor to the South Lebanon
war that was effectively fought between Israeli and Palestinian troops.37 The 1989 Ta’if
Agreement brought the civil war to an end, but Hezbollah — the Iranian backed militia
— was exempted from disarmament due to Israel’s continued presence in South
Lebanon. Meanwhile, Israel continued an occupying presence in Southern Lebanon until
2000.
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Some scholars suggest that this occupation, although it was driven by security
imperatives, may also have had hydrological overtones. The stress on Israel’s aquifers is
well known. Indeed, occupying the Karaoun Dam (which Israel did between 1982-1985)
and exploiting the security zone's sub-surface springs, aquifers, and rivers would relieve
Israel’s water shortage problem.38 Diverting water from the Litani would also address the
salinity problem growing in the Sea of Galilee, which supplies the majority of Israel’s
drinking water (the Litani is a fresh water source; it has a salinity of only 20 parts per
million compared to the Sea of Galilee’s 250-350 parts per million).39 Israel’s interests in
the Litani River can be traced back to the pre-statehood era ¾ the idea of diverting
some of the Litani's water into the Hasbani River (a tributary of the river Jordan) being
first raised in 1905.40 In 1941, Ben-Gurion suggested to a 1941 international commission
on the question of Palestine that the Litani be included in the borders of the future
Jewish state. Some estimate that if such a diversion was realized today, Israel would
benefit from up to 800 additional million cubic meters (around 40 percent of its current
annual water consumption).41
The principal takeaway is that the Litani, which once sat only four kilometers from the
Israeli border, might become a contested resource, should Israel wish, or have the
opportunity, to exploit it. But might it also be viewed as a site for future diplomacy
efforts, despite it is not being a shared or transboundary resource? The Litani is certainly
important to Lebanon. Boasting an average flow of 920million cubic meters annually, it
irrigates south Lebanon’s agricultural sector and is the source of 25 percent of Lebanon’s
electricity.42 But Lebanon is a water-rich country, and agriculture accounts for only a
small percentage of its GDP and labour force. Its potential probably serves Israeli
interests more, and hence could become a strong bargaining point, if the political or
economic conditions were right.
Another example of unexploited water diplomacy potential resting in a singularly-owned
water resource, is where such water has not only a utility value, but also historic or
symbolic significance. Israel’s Lake Tiberius (also known as the Sea of Galilee) provides a
case in point. This lake sits in northern Israel but part of its perimeter marks the SyrianIsraeli border; moreover, several sources of the lake sit inside Syrian territory. On 17
January 1964 the Arab League diverted water away from Lake Tiberias in retaliation to
Israel’s ‘National Water Carrier’ that channelled water from the Sea of Galilee. In
response, in 1965 Israel launched attacks on the diversion leading to conflict at the
Israel-Syria border.43 As discussed above, these events played into the regional tensions
that culminated in the Six Day War (1967), and Israel’s capturing and occupation of
Golan Heights.
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For Israel, the Golan Heights occupation and UN buffer zone is a security imperative. It
also has a hydro-security rationale; it blocks Syria’s access to the border of the Lake and
also prevents it from diverting sources of the Lake to meet its own water shortages. This
is important; the lake is Israel’s largest source of fresh water, supplying around a third of
the nation’s annual water requirement. The Sea also holds religious significance. It is the
site where many believe that Jesus walked on water, Jesus’s ‘Sermon on the Mount’ is
believed to have been orated on the northwest shore of the Lake, and Tiberius (on the
lake’s west shoreline) is one of Israel’s holiest cities.
Syria, on the other hand, has strong reasons (both
legitimate and perhaps insidious) to regain its control
over the Golan Heights. The country, even before the
current conflict, has its own water crisis, and Syrian
sources of water are now being blocked by the
occupation. But perhaps most importantly, the Golan
Heights has become a symbol of Israel’s illegal and
heavy-handed acts of domination in the region with
impunity. As such, it represents one of Israel’s only
bargaining chips against a long rival with whom peace is
vital to its long-term interests.

4. New Potential of Water Diplomacy in the WANA
region
The region has been free of armed conflict over water for more than three decades.
There is no evidence that the next half century will be any different.44
A principal takeaway from the above discussion is that competition over natural
resources can drive conflict, provided that they are sufficiently important. Whether water
has such importance is situation specific ¾ not a given. Sometimes water scarcity, in
itself, is not important enough to generate conflict. In the conflicts between Iran-Iraq
and Egypt-Israel, the issue was the market access provided by a water source, and in the
later case, the water source was not even transboundary. Moreover, there are examples,
such as the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) where the country is highly water-scarce,
but such scarcity it is not important enough to spark conflict as it has the resources to
compensate through desalination or virtual water import (although the current low world
oil price threatens this). In short, just because KSA is water poor and has transboundary
water resources, it should not be assumed that this is a site for effective water diplomacy.
At the same time, other cases with hidden water diplomacy potential, deserve more
attention.
For countries such as Egypt, water is important because of its scarcity and link to
agriculture ¾ both of which have the potential to drive internal conflict. Likewise,
depending on how the conflicts in Syria and Iraq play out, access to water from the
Euphrates could be a conflict flashpoint if it is used as a war tactic, or simply due to its
high utility value. In these contexts, there is a strong evidential basis for linking shared
water and conflict, and hence for water diplomacy. It should be highlighted, however,
that conflict in such instances need not be between immediate neighbors. In the example
of the Nile, the case for diplomacy lies between Egypt and upstream neighbors such as
Ethiopia or, now, South Sudan. The oft-use of ‘transboundary’ in the water diplomacy
discourse should perhaps be used more judiciously, so as not to thwart engagement
potential.
As a case in point, some of the best opportunities for water diplomacy might lie in
resources that are not transboundary at all. This is particularly the case where options for
diplomatic relations are both scant and highly important (such as in the case of Israel visà-vis its neighbors). The prime example is sub-state water cooperation diplomacy. Water
supply ¾ its reliability, quality and equitability ¾ is a crucial site and cause of local
conflicts throughout the region. In Egypt, the relative deprivation between the water
‘haves’ and ‘have nots’ has led the thirsty into the streets to protest on several occasions,
while in the West Bank water stealing has caused friction between community members
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in an environment of uneven water distribution and scarcity.45 Until inequalities in water,
food and energy provision are comprehensively addressed it is likely that they will
continue to fuel local-level conflict in the WANA region for years to come. If it is at the
community level that water insecurity seems to have the most impact, the focus of
attention might arguably shift to the propensity for water scarcity-driven conflicts within,
rather than between, states.
In summary, in moving forward with water diplomacy efforts, a key lesson is that battles
should be selected, and resources invested, carefully. It is important not to conflate
water-scarcity or the existence of a transboundary water body, with water as a conflict
flashpoint and hence as an entry point for diplomacy. The prerequisite for water
diplomacy is the political importance of water and this can be a product of several things
apart from scarcity itself.
The beginnings of an alternate framework for thinking about water diplomacy potential
appears below. It draws upon a set of factors with a stronger evidential basis for driving
water conflict water risk. While not sufficiently comprehensive nor tested, it does
provide a starting point for further research in this area. For illustrative purposes, where
might a country such as Jordan sit in such an analysis? The Kingdom is highly water
scarce; demand outweighs supply with the result that groundwater aquifers are being
used unsustainably. It has both transboundary and upstream neighbours. Jordan is not
heavily dependent on agriculture in terms of GDP, although it is an important source of
employment for low-income families. Moreover, as lacks oil or water it is highly
dependent on food import markets. Jordan enjoys unmatched diplomatic relations
among its Arab and non-Arab neighbours. Taken together, this makes Jordan a soft
candidate for effective water diplomacy. Although water deprived, when analysed from a
political economy perspective, Jordan has little incentive to forge better agreements
around its shared water sources. Its most effective role might instead be to act as a
diplomatic ‘broker’ around the Jordan river and Dead Sea negotiations. This situation
may change over time. If the Jordan river dries up, or desalination technology becomes
more accessible the incentive to engage in diplomatic relations around water will drop
further; if the country becomes more dependent on the river, however, the reverse will
be true. Taken together, these arguments seem to present a strong case that resources
would best be invested, less in water diplomacy, and more in upgrading Jordan’s water
infrastructure, promoting a water-savvy culture, incentivising the adoption of more
efficient forms of agriculture, and growing strategic markets such as manufacturing to
better protect itself from the volatility of international commodities markets.
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Alternate framework for conceptualizing water diplomacy potential
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5. Conclusion: Towards More Effective Water
Diplomacy
The arguments put forward in this paper suggest that the political importance of water
determines the scope for diplomatic efforts. At the same time, there may be
opportunities for different forms of water management that are not envisaged under
traditional understandings of transboundary cooperation. But water diplomacy (in its
most traditional sense) being perhaps undeserving of the panacea-like status it has
achieved is no reason to throw the baby out with the bathwater. It must be remembered
that regardless of whether water cooperation is likely to lead to peace, modalities to
promote water cooperation remain important.
The Middle East’s water scarcity situation is an environmental imperative. Groundwater
over extraction, desertification, droughts, floods and fresh water scarcity are among the
imminent implications of climate change. In Iran, natural bodies of fresh water are drying
up, and as a result, 45 million people are at risk of forced migration.50 By contrast, rising
sea levels threaten up to 40 million people in the Nile delta. The ensuing saltwater
encroachment will destroy livelihoods by rendering the soil uncultivable.51 Groundwater
exploitation has also led to saltwater encroachment in Israel and Gaza. Experts say that
aquifer salination will be irreversible by 2020; as Gaza relies entirely on groundwater for
its fresh water supply, this part of the region will become unliveable.52 Similar issues
threaten Iraq and Yemen, where poor agricultural practices continue to drive water and
food insecurity.
Users cannot be complacent about any water resource; they must be managed effectively
and efficiently. It is also becoming increasingly accepted that policies should also take
into account the interests of future generations. Environmental economists argue that to
the extent that water resources are non-renewable, they should be treated as assets and
not income or factors of production. States are ethically and economically obligated to
pass on such assets (or an asset of equivalent value) to future generations if development
is to be sustainable.53 Examples would include deep aquifers that have negligible recharge
rates, such as the Al Disi aquifer located on the Jordan-Saudi border. Such thinking
should influence the manner that such resources are cooperatively managed.
Water practitioners and policy-makers must also remain aware of sensitive balance that is
currently preventing water from driving inter-state conflict. If one lesson from this paper
50
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is that water is currently not sufficiently geopolitically sensitive to make it a conflict
flashpoint, a second is to understand and maintain the forces that are keeping it that way.
Allan reiterates that there is a water-food-trade nexus which is of major strategic
significance to the region. Since the 70s, he argues, virtual water import has ensured the
economic stability of the region.54 Moreover, its ‘[f]uture economic stability … will
depend on its capacity to sustain the trade in virtual water’.55 But while virtual water may
enable states to defer conflict in the short term, access to products on the international
market is not a given; the state must have the purchasing power to do so and price
shocks can compromise this. Virtual water might hence be a short-term answer, but one
with serious destabilising potential.56 If this is to be a key tool in how the region is to
manage its water scarcity and avoid water conflicts, efforts must be invested into
ensuring that water-scarce states have adequate purchasing power by way of growing
economies and an adequate export base.
A final point is that if the region’s environmental crisis is to be addressed ¾ whether
through diplomacy, virtual water import or technological innovation ¾ an enabling
environment needs to be created. Dohjoka et al argue that the feasibility of natural
resource diplomacy depends on a rigorous, innovative and growing science community
of practice to lead such processes ¾ something that the Arab world is yet to host.57 This
can be observed in the number of peer-reviewed journal articles, patents and R&D
spending that can be attributed to Arab states. Moreover, that the logic and donor
palatability of water diplomacy has tended to overshadow this inconvenient truth.
Overcoming this bottleneck may be more difficult than it sounds. Some argue that the
driver of this scientific void is a lack of political commitment and leadership: that
scientific excellence is less of a priority for Arab governments than it should be.58
Understanding why this is the case is important, albeit politically provocative.
It might be reasoned that the region’s political side-lining of science shares the same
drivers preventing the development of a robust knowledge and civil society sector.
Although rarely discussed through a natural resources lens, governance structures in the
region are typically authoritarian and maintain stability through an architecture and
methods that vest control in a small and centralized power-base. One way this strategy
manifests is in a restrictive legal and policy environment for civil society, and therefore a
slow and weak development of its organs ¾ including academia. In short, governments
in some countries have prevented the evolution of a strong community of critical and
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boundary-pushing thinkers, because this is inimical to the governance model that
maintains the stability status quo.
Since the problem is one of governance, better laboratories, natural resources research
and water science education are not a complete answer. This deficit might only be fully
remedied when governments see a strong and influential knowledge sector to be
congruent with their interests. Indeed, this might explain the significant and welcomed
investments in science and R&D made by countries such as the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar. Their ascent into global leadership in this field can best be
understood as a political and resource imperative; these states need science-based
solutions and to augment their standing and influence in the current domestic and
geopolitical environment. The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, through the Royal
Scientific Society, hosting the World Science Forum in 2017 is another welcome
development in this regard.
Rather than lamenting the logic of natural resource diplomacy, a more constructive path
forward might be to develop an evidence base supporting the notion that science and
knowledge generation can be tools to augment government imperatives. Policy makers
certainly care about economic growth and conflict avoidance and environmental
resilience, thus it might be up to scientists to set out the link between water science,
water preservation and water cooperation more explicitly. Only then might we see the
necessary (albeit expensive) investments being made in R&D, universities, capacity
building and knowledge start-ups needed to support more effective natural resources
management, cooperation and diplomacy.
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